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Thesis abstract:

The distributional patterns of 15 species in the boreo-cordilleran mammalian faunal element of the western United States were analyzed. Based on individual species' incidence functions, the distributions of four species were determined by both area and isolation effects while the distributions of eleven species was determined only by area effects. Thus, the original fauna was thus split into equilibrium and relaxation subgroups. The entire fauna had a significant species-area relationship with a high z-score (0.325). Both subgroups had significant species-area relationships but with lowered z-scores within the range typically exhibited in an equilibrium situation. Species-isolation relationships were significant for the entire fauna and relaxation fauna groups, but not for the equilibrium subgroup. The entire fauna was significantly nested and the relaxation subgroup was more highly nested. The equilibrium subgroup was not significantly nested. Uncharacteristic species-area and species-isolation results lend little confidence to their use in interpreting biogeographic processes. Results indicate that the entire fauna and relaxation subgroup were extinction driven and the equilibrium subgroup was in equilibrium. In addition, constituent species can affect outcomes of system-level tests. Refinement of the initial fauna by using a fauna with shared historical origins, and use of a complete archipelago, help to provide reliable inference for land-bridge island biogeography studies of montane non-volant mammals. These analyses allow for species and population conservation and provide a basis for progressive future work.
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